We demonstrate an all fiber passively mode-locked laser emitting a radially polarized beam by using a few-mode fiber Bragg grating to achieve mode selection and spectrum filtering. An offset splicing of single-mode fiber with four-mode fiber is utilized as a mode coupler in the laser cavity. Carbon nanotubes are introduced into the laser cavity as the saturable absorber to achieve self-start mode locking. The laser operates at 1547.5 nm with a narrow spectrum width of 0.3 nm at 30 dB. The emitted mode-locked pulses have a duration of 22.73 ps and repetition of 10.61 MHz. A radially polarized beam has been obtained with high mode purity by adjusting the polarization in the laser cavity.
INTRODUCTION
Radially polarized beams (RPBs) have drawn considerable attention recently due to their interesting properties of symmetrical polarization and amplitude emission [1] . These properties lead to applications in many areas under high numerical aperture (NA) focusing, such as optical trapping [2, 3] , surface plasmon excitation [4] , electron acceleration [5] , high resolution metrology [6] , and material processing [7, 8] . Furthermore, a pulsed RPB is in more demand since most of these applications need high peak power. A variety of spatial polarization selective elements were used in a solid laser cavity to generate continuous-wave (CW) RPBs [9] [10] [11] . There have been a few recent papers demonstrating passively modelocked RPBs in solid lasers with the introduction of modelocking elements in laser cavities such as graphene absorber [12] or semiconductor saturable absorber (SA) mirror [13] .
In fiber lasers, some of our previous works had demonstrated that a few-mode fiber Bragg grating (FM-FBG) is an efficient transverse mode selector when the laser operates within a narrow spectrum [14] [15] [16] . For those lasers utilizing FM-FBG as mode selector with hybrid mode injection, high reflection only occurs in a specific narrow wavelength range for different modes [17] . As a result, the fiber laser should operate within a narrow spectrum that matches the spectral properties of the FM-FBG to guarantee high mode purity, while the mostly passively mode-locked fiber laser is operated within a broad spectral range. Several papers have already demonstrated passively mode-locked RPBs based on artificial SAs, but they face challenges with high sensitivity to polarization and environmental changes. For example, [18] demonstrated a passively mode-locked fiber laser based on the nonlinear polarization rotation mechanism. However, the spectrum width under the mode-locked state was so much wider than the FBG reflection range that the mode purity of the pulsed RPB was low. Reference [19] demonstrated a long figure-8 cavity fiber laser generating a rectangular pulse with radially polarized emission based on a nonlinear amplifyingloop mirror; however, the laser structure was relatively complicated. Our group also demonstrated actively mode-locked RPB pulses to evade the sensitivity of polarization [20] , but the pulse duration was limited by the modulator, leading to low peak power. Thus true SAs may be more suitable for passively mode-locked RPB fiber lasers. Among variable true SAs, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) offer good stability, wide operating wavelength, and insensitivity of polarization and ease of fabrication [21] , and they are chosen as the SA in this work to generate passively mode-locked RPB pulses.
In this paper, we demonstrated a ring cavity all fiber passively mode-locked laser based on CNT that is capable of producing high purity pulsed RPB output. A self-started modelocked pulse laser with narrow spectral width is successfully demonstrated with a repetition rate of 10.61 MHz and pulse duration of 22.73 ps under stable state. An RPB with high mode purity of 98.03% is obtained through adjusting the polarization in the laser cavity. Compared with the aforesaid mode-locked RPB fiber lasers, this laser integrates all the advantages of self-starting, high peak power, compact structure, high mode purity, and insensitivity to polarization. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the proposed fully integrated fiber laser. A highly erbium-doped fiber (EDF, Liekki Er110-8/ 125) with a length of 70 cm is pumped by a 974 nm laser diode (LD) though a 974/1550 nm wavelength division multiplexer (WDM). A 9:1 optical coupler (OC) is placed behind the EDF for temporal and spectral property detection. The spectral property of the laser was measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, ANDO AQ6317B) with a resolution of 0.01 nm from the 10% arm of the coupler. Also from this arm, the temporal properties were measured by a 10 GHz photoelectric probe and a 4 GHz digital storage oscilloscope (DSO, LECTOY Waverunner 640Zi); the autocorrelation trace was measured by an autocorrelator (APE Pulse Check), and the radio frequency (RF) spectrum was measured by an RF analyzer. The single-wall CNT polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) based SA is placed between two fiber connectors behind the output coupler. The CNT-PVA film is fabricated similar to [22] , with a modulation depth of ∼21.7% and saturation intensity of ∼49.7 MW∕cm 2 . The pulses randomly generated in the laser will be effectively narrowed by the passive saturable absorption. Only the pulses with a repetition rate matched with the cavity length can get stable narrowing and achieve stable mode-locking operation. In addition, the saturable absorption mechanism is insensitive to the laser polarization. A polarization controller (PC1) is connected before the CNT to adjust the injected polarization.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A circulator is used to ensure the unidirectional propagation (clockwise) within the laser cavity with a four mode FBG connected to its port 2. The FBG was fabricated in hydrogen loaded four mode fiber by the phase mask method with a UV excimer laser. The fundamental to fundamental mode reflection wavelength is 1547.5 nm, corresponding to a grating period of 530 nm. The core and cladding diameters of the fourmode fiber are 19 and 125 μm, respectively, with an NA of 0.12; thus the fiber can support four linearly polarized (LP) modes around 1550 nm. The four modes are the LP 01 mode (defined as the first order mode), the LP 11 mode (defined as the second order mode), and the LP 21 and LP 02 modes (defined as the third order modes), respectively. Figure 2 shows the reflection spectrum of the FBG. There are five reflection peaks within the spectrum corresponding to five reflections between different order modes, with peak 1 for the first to first order mode reflection, peak 2 for the 1st to 2nd order mode reflection, peak 3 for the second to second order mode reflection, peak 4 for the second to third order mode reflection, and peak 5 for the third to third order mode reflection. We choose the four mode fiber instead of two mode fiber for FBG fabrication because the cutoff wavelength is far from the laser emission, which ensures the strong guidance of LP 11 mode. An offset splice spot (OSS) is created between the FBG and the circulator through splicing two sections of fiber (single mode and four modes) with a little lateral misalignment (around 4 μm) to achieve efficient mode coupling from the fundamental mode to the desired high order modes. Two PCs (PC2 and PC3) are placed in front and behind the OSS to adjust the polarization of the injected light and refine the mode distribution of the coupled light. The output mode profiles are record by a CCD camera (Appscintech, CMLN-13S2M-CS) at the FBG end through a fiber collimator. The total length of the cavity was adjusted to be about 19 m by splicing a section of single mode fiber (SMF) between the circulator and the WDM. The whole cavity can be divided into two parts, the longitude mode locking part with SMF (before the OSS) and the transverse mode selection part with few mode fiber (after the OSS).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Through increasing the pump power, the laser can self-start operating at mode locking state; through adjusting the intracavity PC1, the stability of the pulses can be refined to a better state. Furthermore, PC2 and PC3 have a minimal influence on the mode-locking mechanism. Thus, the desired pulsed RPB can be easily obtained. For an input pump power of 302 mW, the emitted pulsed RPB had an average output power of 5.32 mW from the collimator; the laser power from the 10% arm of the OC was measured to be 11.21 mW, which means the intracavity power is 100.89 mW. The autocorrelation trace of the output single pulse is shown in Fig. 3(a) , which has a full width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of about 35 ps. By using sech 2 fitting, the pulse duration was calculated to be 22.73 ps from the autocorrelation trace [23] . Figure 3(b) shows the RF spectrum with a resolution of 12.5 kHz. The fundamental repetition rate is found to be 10.61 MHz, corresponding to a cavity length of 18.9 m. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is measured to be 75 dB, which ensures good mode-locking stability. The temporal behavior of the steady pulse train is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) with different time ranges. The interval between adjacent pulses is measured as 94.3 ns, which equals the cavity round trip time. Figure 5 shows the optical spectrum of the laser at different operation states. The center operating wavelength is 1547.5 nm, corresponding to peak 1 shown in Fig. 2 . When the pump power is lower than the self-starting threshold value, which changes with the coupling ratio at the OSS, the laser will operate at CW state with a narrow spectrum width of 0.2 nm at 30 dB and a side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of 54 dB. Once the pump power is increased above the self-starting threshold around 170 mW, the laser operates at the mode-locking state. The spectrum width expands to 0.3 nm, and there are other resonances at other reflection peaks of 1546.1 and 1546.8 nm. That leads to the SMSR Fig. 1 . Schematic of the proposed fiber laser and detection devices. dropping to 45 dB. Even though the optical spectra of both CW and mode-locking states are within the high reflection wavelength range of peak 1 in Fig. 2 , the FBG acts as an efficient fundamental mode reflector and only allows the higher modes to pass through, which greatly improves the mode purity of the output beam.
An RPB with high mode purity is obtained through carefully adjusting PC2 and PC3. The mode-locking state can be maintained for weeks during this processing. The intensity profiles of the output laser beam captured by the CCD camera give a doughnut shape as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Intensity distributions of the beam after passing through a linear polarizer under four different orientations are shown in Figs. 6(b)-6(e), respectively. Considering the fact that the coupling ratios of the OSS and OC will not change with the optical intensity under a given polarization, the output beam from the collimator have the same pulse properties as the 10% port of the OC. To clarify the pulse property of the RPB, we detect the temporal behavior from the collimator and obtain the same pulse property with the 10% arm of the coupler. For the same input pump power of 302 mW, the emitted pulse RPB has an average output power of 5.32 mW from the collimator, the pulse energy and peak power are calculated to be 0.5 nJ and 19.38 W. In addition, the coupling ratio of the OSS is 17.58% considering of 30% average transmission of the CNT. We note that the peak power can be further increased with a higher power LD; however, this is not the aim of the present paper.
The mode purity was calculated with a function fitting method. From the situation that the mode reflection of the FBG and the mismatch of LP 01 mode and LP 11 differed with the longitude mode, the beam intensity distribution could be considered as an incoherent superposition of the strong LP 11 mode and weak LP 01 mode. As recognized from the laser spectra, there is no obvious laser resonance within the high order reflection wavelengths, which means there is no considerable LP 21 and LP 02 mode in the cavity; thus we fitted the middle line intensity distribution of the output beam as the following function: where J 1 r∕a and J 0 r∕a are the first and zeroth order Bessel function, the coefficients m and n represent the ratio of LP 11 mode and LP 01 mode, and a is the radius of the fiber core. Figure 7 shows the function fitting of the intensity distribution. The coefficients m and n are found to be 2.839 and 0.09, which indicates a mode purity of the RPB emission of 98.03% through intensity integration.
In summary, we experimentally demonstrated a passively mode-locked all fiber laser that generates RPB emission. The laser is mode locked within a narrow spectrum width (0.3 nm at 30 dB) at the 1547.5 nm operating wavelength, so that the FBG written in the four mode fiber acted as an efficient transverse mode reflector to ensure a high mode purity of 98.03% for the emitted RPB. Self-starting modelocked operation is realized at a repetition rate of 10.61 MHz, duration of 22.73 ps, and peak power of 19.38 W under a steady state. The emitted pulse RPB could provide a high purity seed to a high power RPB amplifier. It also may find potential applications in mode-division multiplexing system.
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